


are of extreme importance to human beings for the purposes of good. He taught that these mental properties are 

required as long as humankind continues to live. This teaching must be thoroughly adopted in SunFlare's translation, 

writing, and documentation services. Through these services, which reflect such human wisdom or creativity, I would 

like to convey to the whole world the true heart and image of Japan, especially the spirit and nature of our nation and 

its culture, including its technology, arts, and crafts. It is my genuine belief that the SunFlare Group of family 

companies is entrusted with this mission, because I love Japan, the people of Japan, the people of the whole world, 

and above all, I love translation culture wholeheartedly. 

Amid the coronavirus pandemic that had been continuing since 2019, Japan hosted the 32nd Olympic Games and the 

Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games. Athletes gathered from more than 200 countries around the world. They deeply 

impressed us by competing, displaying their stunning skill and power, in the face of the ordeal. On our part, we will 

continue to exchange and weave warm "words" through our Translation Culture Service. In addition, we are firmly 

determined that, as part of our next chapter following on from our 50th anniversary, we will further enhance our 

efforts to make much greater contributions to world peace, prosperity, and happiness. 

I pray for the health and well-being of you all and ask for your continued support and guidance of SunFlare. Lastly, 

I once again express my heartfelt deep gratitude to you. 

Chinese philosopher Confucius, sincerity and consideration (or manners and benevolence), love, and the emotions 

of joy, anger, grief, and pleasure, or in other words the heart we should protect in our communal life. I think this 

teaching has been handed down over many years while remaining as vivid as ever. At the same time, I realize that 

large numbers of new words have been created through numerous changes and developments in the world. 

It is no exaggeration to say that words are the essential ingredients of our products and the life of SunFlare. 

Our Business Management Development Plan declares that the SunFlare Group of family companies will always 

work with words. I deeply feel that SunFlare owes what it is today to all of our employees' and associates' firm 

attitude of faithfully and thoroughly following the path of the "Royal Road Management" style, while maintaining 

the corporate culture and philosophy described above. 

 

Our clients' ongoing patronage is the source of the continued existence of the SunFlare Group of family companies. 

As regards the business management philosophy and organization to make this concept a reality, I explained my 

human-centered approach by using a chart of the stone walls of a castle in our Best Information brochure. 

People are the castle, its stone walls, and its moats, and furthermore people are the source of creation and the 

foundation of business management. 

The business management style of the SunFlare Group of family companies has its root in the art of managing feudal 

land and winning people's hearts advocated by Takeda Shingen, a distinguished military commander and daimyo who 

lived during Japan's Sengoku ("Warring States") period. Amid the savage society of that era, Lord Shingen believed 

devoutly in the importance of human dignity. I keenly sympathized with this philosophy and proceeded to deeply 

respect and admire his personality. This may be because in the early days after the founding of SunFlare, our society 

was in a similarly chaotic condition. As I look back, I notice this coincidence. The thoughts described above constitute 

the philosophy and principles of the SunFlare Group of family companies. These should be the core of the Royal 

Road Management style that must be faithfully followed by our executive officers, managers, employees, and 

associates. 

In Lord Shingen's teachings, the "castle" corresponds to SunFlare's principles and philosophy. The "stone walls" 

correspond to our human resources, that is, our executive officers, managers, employees, and associates. The "moats" 

correspond to the "lake of wisdom" that enables people to display their creativity. When combined, these elements 

point to our aim of ensuring a permanent existence by utilizing the intellect, emotions, and volition of our employees 

and associates as a source of creativity, and also by establishing the promotion of Royal Road Management as the 

foundation of a lasting existence. Today, passing the 50th anniversary, I feel, increasingly strongly from the bottom 

of my heart, that humans are the source of lasting business existence. 

Confucius looked into the historical facts in China from about 3,200 years ago, the early days of ancient china 

dynasties until the times in which he lived, and preached that wisdom, intellect, emotions, volition, and compassion 



are of extreme importance to human beings for the purposes of good. He taught that these mental properties are 

required as long as humankind continues to live. This teaching must be thoroughly adopted in SunFlare's translation, 

writing, and documentation services. Through these services, which reflect such human wisdom or creativity, I would 

like to convey to the whole world the true heart and image of Japan, especially the spirit and nature of our nation and 

its culture, including its technology, arts, and crafts. It is my genuine belief that the SunFlare Group of family 

companies is entrusted with this mission, because I love Japan, the people of Japan, the people of the whole world, 

and above all, I love translation culture wholeheartedly. 

Amid the coronavirus pandemic that had been continuing since 2019, Japan hosted the 32nd Olympic Games and the 

Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games. Athletes gathered from more than 200 countries around the world. They deeply 

impressed us by competing, displaying their stunning skill and power, in the face of the ordeal. On our part, we will 

continue to exchange and weave warm "words" through our Translation Culture Service. In addition, we are firmly 

determined that, as part of our next chapter following on from our 50th anniversary, we will further enhance our 

efforts to make much greater contributions to world peace, prosperity, and happiness. 

I pray for the health and well-being of you all and ask for your continued support and guidance of SunFlare. Lastly, 

I once again express my heartfelt deep gratitude to you. 






